CLEAR THINKING,
CLEAR COMMUNICATION
Helping experts
communicate complex ideas
with clarity and confidence

SO WHAT?
This is one of the single most
uncomfortable questions in
business. At the end of a 45minute meeting leaders
regularly ask that one, single
question: So what?
They want to know why the
ideas in your presentation
should matter to them and to
the business in one simple
statement.
But you want the earth to
open up and swallow you
whole because you don’t
know how to answer their
question succinctly. I
remember the feeling well
from my first ever team
meeting at McKinsey.
So, how to avoid that
question?

"Clarity First was incredibly useful.
It provided a framework through which I
can structure my initial thoughts quickly
and easily.
I have always been ok at delivering
communications but the tools Davina
taught me not only make the
communications clearer and more concise,
but have also greatly reduced the time
taken to get to the end point.
I recommend the course to anyone who
wants to make existing skills even better,
or for those that want to create the
foundations of great communication.”
Michaela Flanagan
GM Performance and Strategy,
Insurance industry

3 SKILL-BUILDING PATHWAYS
www.ClarityFirstProgram.com

COMMUNICATE WITH
GREATER CLARITY
Getting stuck in the technical
details is a sure fire way to lose
your audience. Providing the big
picture but not filling in the blanks
does the same thing.
Learn to get the balance right by
being both technically powerful
AND engaging in any context.

GAIN FASTER
APPROVALS
Do you get the decision you need the
first time you present, or do you
typically leave with more questions to
answer?
Clarity First helps you master simple,
repeatable techniques for getting the
cut through you need, with technical
and non-technical stakeholders.

DELIVER ON YOUR
POTENTIAL
Careers are stifled more by the
inability to engage others than the
lack of technical ability.
Clarity First teaches you to convey
complex ideas on a single page. It
then provides practical tools and
templates for converting that page
into powerful communication that
gets fast results.
UNDERSTAND YOUR
AUDIENCE

SYNTHESISE YOUR
IDEAS

COMMUNICATE LIKE
A LEADER

CLASSIC PATH Learn at your own pace while supported in regular working sessions

LEVEL 1 - CORE
Start learning immediately by diving
into our short, powerful modules.
Each module includes a short video
and a challenge that will make you
think using thinking strategies
developed by top-tier consultants.
Make the most of our regular
coaching sessions, library of tools,
templates and examples as you use
the ideas in your own work.

LEVEL 2 - SPRINT
Take your skills to a new level by
deepening your understanding and
learning to use our proprietary 'So What
Strategy' storyline patterns.
Move from clarity to insight to
communicate confidently while achieving
superior outcomes.
Includes access to 5 recorded workshops
and a library of storyline patterns.

LEVEL 3 - MOMENTUM
Master communicating in any setting.
Whether you need to convey
increasingly complex ideas or influence
a diverse range of stakeholders,
Momentum helps you communicate
with clarity and confidence in any
format in any setting.
Participate in extra coaching sessions
to get the practice you need.

$149/MONTH OR $1,490 PER YEAR (INC TAX)
www.ClarityFirstProgram.com

INTENSIVE PATH Complete the Core Level in lockstep with the Sprint over 3 months

START WITH THE CORE
Complete the modules from the Core
Level in small chunks, staying one step
ahead of our six, weekly Sprint
Workshops.
You will learn how to structure your
thinking for any communication, from
meetings, emails to substantial papers
and PowerPoints.
Time commitment: 3 hours per week for
all aspects of the Intensive Path.

COMPLETE THE SPRINTS
Our six, 90-minute refreshed Sprint
Workshops (from Thursday 10 February
2022) take you beyond 'knowing what the
concepts are' to being able to use them
effectively.
These interactive and engaging workshops
help you use structured communication
techniques in a wide range of settings.
Offered twice per week to suit any
timezone.

GROW VIA COACHING
Our group coaching sessions allow you to
complete challenges and collaborate
with a global cohort of motivated and
smart professionals.
Scheduled on two Tuesdays each month
for Core, Sprint and Intensive members,
with an extra session for Momentum
Members.
Participants are welcome to continue to
participate on a month by month basis
after the Intensive concludes.

$990 (INC TAX) FOR 3 MONTHS
- 5 months for early birds to allow for more coaching -

www.ClarityFirstProgram.com

FOUNDATION PATH Receive 1-1 feedback and coaching over a year

ACCESS ALL CONTENT
Complete the modules at your pace:
Core Curriculum - learn the approach so
you can communicate with greater
clarity
Sprint Program - deepen your abilities
so you can communicate with greater
impact while using patterns
Momentum - learn to communicate with
confidence in any setting

JOIN ALL LIVE SESSIONS
Join any or all sessions:
Working sessions - these 90-minute twicemonthly sessions address live issues for
participants. Those who complete all
online modules can also access a monthly
Momentum Session where we address
more advanced topics.
Sprint workshops - from Thursday 10
February 2022 we are offering six Sprint
workshops to further develop your skills.

RECEIVE 1-1 SUPPORT
Foundation members have two forms of
direct access to Davina:
1-1 Speed Coaching sessions - 4 x 30minute sessions we can review some of
your communication or build something
from the ground up.
Direct feedback - feedback on 6
documents over the year at times that
suit your working schedule.
I offer a confidentiality agreement, and
am also able to sign your corporate one.

$3,490 (INC TAX) FOR 12 MONTHS
- limited availability -entry by application only -

www.ClarityFirstProgram.com

DAVINA STANLEY
Founder and primary facilitator

I love what I do.
I have had the pleasure of helping smart people all over the world
to clarify and communicate complex ideas for the past 20+ years.
I began this work when I joined McKinsey & Company in Hong
Kong as a Communication Specialist and have since then built a
team of eight that helps others see their good ideas get the
traction they deserve.
The structured thinking approach that we teach, the So What
Strategy, helps people from almost every discipline.
I know this because not only do I teach, I get in the trenches
alongside my clients and prepare the communication with them.
It offers a universal thinking process that enables you to articulate
the breakthrough ideas lurking beneath the surface of your
communication.
In short, Clarity First helps you deliver the right message to the
right people in the right way.
It helps you have greater impact without working harder.

LEARN MORE
www.ClarityFirstProgram.com

